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Market Report
Paul Barnhart
As the construction industry continues to drift along with little
strength to establish clear direction, traditional price predictors have

When visiting our yards,
please keep in mind that
the speed limit is 5 MPH.

established itself is that supply is so closely aligned with demand that

This is for the safety of our
customers & vendors as
well as employees.

even the slightest increase or decrease in activity can have

Thank you…

faded into the background.

Perhaps the only trend that has

considerable short term effect. The recent closing of two established
plywood mills created a brief flurry of activity that pushed prices
upward while at the same time some metal prices fell off due to lack
of construction activity. Gypsum companies anxious to increase an
eroded price will attempt to do so again in early October with no
predictable degree of success. The same scenario exists in the shingle
roofing arena. All areas experience longer lead times in getting
material from manufacturers to the field due largely to cost and
availability of transportation.

On the Golf Course
During the course of a
tournament a golfer asked
his caddy, “What do I have
to shoot to win?”
His caddy answered,
“The other golfers!”

We have Quality Lincoln Double Hung Replacement Units available at low prices
Someone else’s oops! means savings for you!
Description and Features:
‐ Exterior: Bronze Aluminum Clad
‐ Low‐E Glass
Purchase the
‐ 4 9/16” Jamb
entire
lot and
‐ Primed Interior
save
an
extra
‐ Coppertone Hardware
15%
off
already
‐ Bronze Screens
reduced prices!
The following sizes are available:
WP21 6 each 31 3/8” x 57 ¾” Opening Size
WP19 9 each 31 3/8” x 53 ¾” Opening Size
WP20 2 each 28” x 53 ½” Opening Size

Originally priced at $250 each –

Now ONLY $40
(only while supplies last)

Wood and Moisture:
Facts and Fiction
Paul Fisette, a professor of Building and Construction Technology at University of Mass., has written some
interesting material on Wood and Moisture. We have all heard various myths, and Paul addresses a few that
we’d like to share with you.
Myth: Wood is destroyed by dry rot
There really is no such thing as dry rot. Wood decay has three requirements: water, oxygen and favorable temperatures (40°F to
105°F). Wood can be too wet to decay. For instance, Marine pilings kept fully submerged may never rot because waterlogged wood
won’t allow oxygen in to support the growth of fungi. Wood can also be too dry to decay. Keep wood below 22% Moisture Content
and you are generally safe. But, the fact remains: Wood needs water to rot.
Carpenters replacing a sill or corner post in an old house often find a brown, crumbly rot they call dry rot. It may be dry when it is
discovered, but don’t be fooled. There was or is a moisture problem that needs fixing. Most likely there is intermittent wetting. A
source of moisture is to blame, so inspect carefully for signs of leakage, dampness, or chronic condensation. There are a few strains
of fungi that have water‐conducting properties that carry water from soil into building elements, but these forms are quite rare.
Myth: Rot is infectious
If you install a new stick of lumber against a piece of rotted wood, the new piece of lumber may begin to rot. It won’t be because
the rot is ‘contagious’. It will rot because the new lumber is now exposed to conditions that caused the existing wood to rot.
Rot fungi are ‘seeded’ by the spread of single‐celled spores. These spores are everywhere. Essentially, all wood is exposed to the
seed stock, but only when conditions are right will the infection develop into rot. The moisture content of wood needs to be above
28% to be initially infected. Since all lumber is above 28% moisture content at some time in its life, all lumber is infected. When the
moisture content of wood drops below 22%, the rot fungi goes dormant. It’s harmless, but it will be reactivated when the moisture
content rises above 22%. The solution: Keep wood dry or kill the fungi with chemical treatment.

NEW in STOCK

Landscape Report
The Rosetta Belvedere Collection is an ideal choice for garden retaining walls,
two‐sided seat walls, enclosure walls, and much more. Multiple unit sizes,
along with an industry‐leading 64 unique stone textures, give the Belvedere
Collection an incredibly natural look and feel.
FEATURES:
• Natural stone texture on both front and back.
• Attractive freestanding and retaining walls.
• Dimensional = fast installation and no waste.
• Natural color blends available.
• Walls, columns, steps and more = creative possibilities

Fieldstone Color in Stock:
RBWFS
Belvedere Wall
RBCRFS
Belvedere Corner
RBCOFS
Belvedere Wall Coping
RFPFS Fire Pit w/ Steel Ring

$16.95 / Square Foot
$16.95 / Square Foot
$8.50 / Linear Foot
$545.00 / Kit

Now Save 10% off these prices. Please call for details.
Stop in to check out two new colors available.

•
•
•
•
•

Quality, Controlled Mixes
Summer Hours
Reliable Equipment
M‐F 5:30 am – 4:30 pm
Custom Mixes for special requirements Saturday 6 am until done with deliveries
Friendly, Prompt Service
Pumping Service
Winter Hours (Begin around Thanksgiving)
M‐F 6:30 am – 3 pm (depending on weather)
Call us at 607‐432‐3400 Saturday By Appointment Only

New Jig System in Stock at Picketts
• A must for making permanent, tight cabinet joinery.
• Quick and easy, it eliminates clamps, dowels and provides unmatchable strong, tight joints.
• Great for corner miters, butt joints, and jointing boards without fussing with C‐clamps or bar clamps
Did we mention strong and tight? We have the Kreg systems in stock at great pricing. Use Kreg’s fasteners or your
own fasteners.
Kreg Mini
Kreg Jig Jr.
Kreg Jig Kit
Kreg Master Jig Kit

#0930974
#5784913
#5100714
#4897567
#44.99
$22.99
$92.99
$129.99
We have a size to fit every level of construction. Plus, screws and accessories to completely serve your needs.

Tips & Techniques: Simplified Measurements
It’s a lot easier to divide 12 in half than 11 13/16.
Here’s a method that makes it easy to divide the
more complicated number.

To find the center of a long wall, pull your tape a little more or less than
half way. Make a mark, and pull the same distance from the other side.
Now just measure between the two closer points.

Don’t feel like
finding the center of 11
13/16”? Simply angle the
tape down until you have an
easier number to cut in half,
like 12. How about dividing
11 13/16 into five equal
divisions? Simply
angle your tape until
you find a
number easily
divided by five, David Kalin, Keneohe, Hawaii
Fine HomeBuilding Magazine
like 20

is a lightweight, woven polypropylene
underlayment coated with a non‐skid TPO (Thermoplastic
Olefin or Polyolefin). It has a very high tensile strength that
resists tearing, ripping and blow-off from high wind
exposure.

may be used on steep slope roofs beneath shingles, battened tiles, metal, slate or wood shake shingles.
is a water shedding device designed to reduce the occurrence of leaks caused by wind driven rain
penetrating primary roof coverings, plus good for the short term temporary roofing up to 180 days.
Check out
features:
‐ Shingled print pattern provides a finished look to
exposed roof surfaces
‐ Coated with white titanium oxide to reduce heat
penetration
‐ High tensile strength that does not distort or belly like
spun‐bonded sheets
‐ UV resistant
‐ Five times lighter than 30 lb roofing felt

The first hammer tacker to deliver a cap and staple.
Easy to use‐just pull the trigger and drive it in.
Gets the job done for a fraction of the cost of a pneumatic tool
Promotes best practice installation

CH38 Trigger Advance, Hand Swing

1000 sf coverage is time‐saving
Non‐skid TPO coating for added safety
Printed nailing pattern for easy installation
20 Year limited Warranty
Available in white or tan energy‐efficient colors

#4250SLT

Tan $115
1000 sf coverage per roll

Cap Stapler #CH38A

Cap Hammer #CH38

‐
‐
‐
‐

‐
‐
‐
‐
‐

$49.99

Skidsteer forks with back cage
New bracket for tractor included.
Paid $750 for forks, $150 for bracket
$550 Firm
Contact Walter @ 607‐746‐9597

‐ The ideal tool for installing roof underlayment or house wrap.
‐ Easy to work with for placing staples.
‐ 1” Round cap provides superior holding power and prevents
fabric blow‐off.

CH38A Auto Advance – No Trigger

$64.99

1989 Case Bulldozer 450C Long Track
1640 original hours, in excellent condition,
original paint, garage kept, 6 way blade,
excellent bottom and tract like new.
$19,500 ‐ Call 845‐676‐3940

Download this, as well as past issues from our websites at www.pickettbuildingmaterials.com or www.oneontablock.com

